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A tribute to Swami Vivekananda-A Classic KP Analysis 

Swami Vivekananda, Bengali Shami Bibekanondo; whose pre-monastic name was 

Narendranath Dutta, was an Indian Hindu monk, a chief disciple of the 19th century Indian 

mystic Ramkrishna Paramhamsa. He was a key figure in the introduction of Indian 

philosophies of Vedanta and Yoga to the western world.  

 

A birth chart (also known as kundli, janma kundali, or horoscope) is a map of heaven at 

the time of birth. Swami Vivekananda's birth chart will show you Swami Vivekananda's 

planetary positions, dasa, rasi chart, and zodiac sign etc. It will also allow you to open 

Swami Vivekananda's detailed horoscope for research and analysis. 

 

I propose to analyse briefly the horoscope of Swami Vivekananda, who awakened the 

west to the spiritual glory of India through his inspired lectures towards the end of the 19th 

century. The birth details and also with horoscope analysis of Swami Vivekananda’s are 

penned down in below:- 

 

Name: Swami Vivekananda 

Date of Birth: Monday, January 12, 1863 

Time of Birth: 06:20 A.M. 

Place of Birth: Kolkata 

Longitude: 88 E 20  

Latitude: 22 N 30  

Ayanamsa: KPNA: 21:51:19 
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Planetary combinations that contributed for spiritual realisations are:- 
 

In the case of a divine personality the spiritual aspect of the horoscope has to be 

ordinarily considered from an examination of the Lagna and the 5th, 9th, 10th, 11th and 

12th houses. The planets to be studied are Sun, the Atmakaraka, Moon, the Monokaraka, 

Jupiter and Ketu indicating spiritual knowledge and Saturn for tapasya. In Krishnamurti 

Padhdhati, spiritual realisations is indicated if the sublord of the 11th cusp signifies 5 

(initiation), 10 (sadhana) and 11 (siddhi) houses.  

 
KP teaches that “If the sublord of the Ascendant is deposited in the constellation of a 

planet, which is strongly connected with 3 (mental inclination), 9 (philosophy and higher 

knowledge), 12 (service to others / salvation) houses and connected with Saturn 

(meditation, renunciation)/ Ketu (moksha karaka as well as gnanakaraka) then one will 

be a Monastic”. 

 
Analysis: 

The lagna falls in Sagittarius, the 9th house of the natural zodiac-the sign of preacher, 

being a fiery sign, the native was endowed with great courage and push high aspirations 

because of the co-ruling planets of the lagna’s are Jupiter, Sun and Mars. The lagna 

sublord Mars is in the constellation of Ketu, the karaka for spiritual knowledge happens to 

be the constellation lord of the 12th or the house of Moksha or spiritual emancipation.  He 

always looked at the bright side of things and did not fear to face adverse conditions but, 

instead worked against odds with supreme self-confidence and abundant energy and 

vigour characteristic of the common and masculine sign that Sagittarius is. He acted after 

deep consideration and did not hesitate to think, speak or act what he considered right. 

He loved truth and spoke only truth without caring for the opinions of others. This is further 

supported by Jupiter’s stationing in Libra, the sign of balance, viveka or discrimination.  

Being the 9th sign of the zodiac, the native was highly philosophical and spiritual. He 

loved long travels and made friends with foreigners, as shown by the positioning of Jupiter 

in the 9th house (far off lands) well aspected by Mars, lord of the 11th (friends). Jupiter, the 

lord of the sign gave him a broad mind, sympathy, confidence, truthfulness and 

spirituality. Jupiter’s occupation of the 9th house in the constellation of Mars (constellation 
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lord of the 2nd) and Jupiter’s being aspect (trine aspect) to the 2nd cusp marked him out 

as an outstanding religious preacher.  

Sun, Venus and Mercury in the lagna bhava gave him frankness, determination, 

independence, amiability, fondness for music and poetry, sweet speech, learning and 

fertile imagination. Venus and Mercury in lagna causes Saraswati yoga indicating the high 

level of intelligence. Mercury in the sign of Saturn, the planet of perfection and justice, with 

excellent trine aspect from Saturn, lord of the house of speech (2nd), from the 9th and 

Mercury’s association with Venus (untenanted), lord of 10th signifies 1, 5, 8, 10 and the 

cuspal sublord of II, III, V, VI, VII & XI houses, account for his fame, oratorical capacity and 

power to attract masses.  

Lagna lord Jupiter is in the dharmabhava (9th).  Jupiter in the 9th bhava  and 9th CSL Moon 

strongly signifies 9th indicates a religious nature, good intuition, reputation, association of 

virtuous people (satsang), fondness for travel, association with foreigners and great 

wisdom. Saturn is also in 9th bhava, giving him philosophical detachment, meditative bent 

of mind and occult capacities. Saturn as lord of 2 (Vak Sthana) in 9th made himself in 

religious lectures.  

Not only this, but 9th CSL Moon is in the constellation of Moon and sub of Saturn, is also 

stationed in the 9th, Moon in the 9th bhava indicates psychic experiences. Moon otherwise 

called “Mathi” or the mind is in conjunction with Saturn. Saturn the planet of stability helps 

the wavering mind to concentrate (tapasya). According to Late Prof. K.S. Krishnamurti, the 

Moon in the sub of Saturn is highly conducive to mental concentration. How ture! Moon is 

at 17o-38’ in Virgo, in the sub of Saturn. The native had a high degree of mental 

concentration even as a boy, and used to have “visions” even in his early year.  

Ketu, the karaka for spiritual knowledge in the chart goes to 5th bhava, the house of 

“Poorva Punya” conjoined with Uranus, the Awakener. Venus is in the constellation of Sun 

posited in lagna bhava and lord of 8th house which is the seat of Kundalini.  Neptune in 

Pisces with rapt conjunction of the 3rd cusp indicates high ideals, fertile imagination and 

inspirational and occult faculties. Neptune is in the constellation of Saturn, the planet of 

“Tapo Vritti” and is also aspected by Saturn from the 9th house which has to do with 

‘tapasya’. 

Rahu occupies the constellation of Mercury who is lords the 9th house. It was during Rahu 

dasa that the native was drawn to his Master Sri Ramkrishna Paramhamsa, the great sage 
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of Dakshineswar temple and commenced practising yoga under his guidance. Rahu is in 

the 11th house (siddhi or fulfilment of desire) and represents Mars, the lord of 11th. Rahu is 

also asptected by Mars endowed with strength. Progress in practice depends on the 11th 

house, 11th CSL Venus (untenanted) is in the star of Sun and sub of Ketu, Venus signifies 

and also connected to the required houses for spiritual realisations i.e. 5, 10 & 11 as 

discussed in above. In Rahu dasa itself, the native had fast progress in his spiritual 

sadhana. Subsequently in Rahu (Karka of foreign/foreign stay) dasa he undertook his 

foreign tour and became a world famous spiritual leader after his famous oration at the 

World Parliament of Religious held at Chicago and his subsequent lecture tours of the 

European and Asian countries.  

Jupiter, it may be remembered also exercises influence over the 12th house or 

mokshasthana as its ruler. Besides, Jupiter ruled the marakasthana, namely the 7th, as 

constellation lord of 7th cusp. Jupiter casts aspects over both the 2nd and 7th houses, the 

two houses which signify the end of bodily existence. Venus the lord of 10th (retirement 

from the world) and in whose sign the mokshakaraka, Ketu is posited and Venus is 

conjunct with Mercury, the marakadhipati. The Swamiji attained Mahasamadhi in the 

Maha dasa of Jupiter and the Bhukti of Venus on the 4th July 1902 at the very young age of 

39, as predicted by him earlier. Thirdly, as the saying goes, the good die early. May his 

blessings fall on us constantly and in abundance! 

 
LONG LIVE KRISHNAMURTI PADHDHATI 

GOOD LUCK..!! 
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